More correspondence

From: Harry Wait
To: mgableman@yahoo.com
Date: Friday, July 23, 2021, 02:24 PM CDT

So Tim didn't get a committee chair because he didn't play along with vos... and Tim is wanting this to happen as soon as possible. He's a little frustrated because he feels we have waited long enough for this, and it needs to get done.

He's trying to make contact because he's fighting for the people and transparency.

We started a you tube channel called "the Ramthun report" back in February to create transparency and keep people informed about what happens in Madison.

He's got to work the food stand at the fair at 5 so I highly recommend mike call him so Tim can ask him if he cannot do the type of audit the people and the nation needs to see,

Then we can move forward to try to make that happen as soon as possible.